American Assassin by Vince Flynn (FIC Flynn, V.)
Rain Fall by Barry Eisler (FIC Eisler, B.)
The God’s Eye View by Barry Eisler (FIC Eisler, B.)
NSA director Theodore Anders has a simple goal: collect every phone call, email, and keystroke
tapped on the Internet. He knows unlimited surveillance is the only way to keep America safe.
Evelyn Gallagher doesn't care much about any of that. She just wants to keep her head down and
manage the NSA's camera network and facial recognition program so she can afford private school
for her deaf son, Dash. But when Evelyn discovers the existence of a program code-named God's
Eye and connects it with the mysterious deaths of a string of journalists and whistle-blowers, her
doubts put her and Dash in the crosshairs of a pair of government assassins.

Runner by Patrick Lee (FIC Lee, P.)
The Breach by Patrick Lee (PB Lee, P.)
Infamous by Ace Atkins (MYST Atkins, A.)
The Beach House by James Patterson (PB Patterson, J.)
Jack Mullen is a driven student of the law. His brother Peter is a servant of the rich, parking the
cars of the Hamptons' elite-and perhaps satisfying their more intimate needs as well. Then
Peter's body is found on the beach. Jack knows the drowning was no accident, but someone's
unlimited power and money have bought the cops, the judges, the system. Now Jack is learning
a lesson in justice he never got in law school- and his astonishing plan to beat the billionaires
will have you reeling-and cheering-to the very last page.

Zero Day by David Baldacci (PB Baldacci, D.)
The Drifter by Nicolas Petrie (FIC Petrie, N.)
Ghostman by Roger Hobbs (FIC Hobbs, R.)
Hard Rain by David Rollins (PB Rollins, D.)
Vin Cooper, special investigator for the U.S. Air Force, and Anne Masters, special agent, are called in
to investigate two grisly murders that seem to be the work of a serial killer. As ex-lovers, they must
put their feelings aside to focus on clues that lead to a deadly conspiracy and struggle for world
domination.

Dead Last by James W. Hall (MYST Hall, J.)
Nothing Short of Dying by Erik Storey (FIC Storey, E.)
Cimarron Rose by James Lee Burke (MYST Burke, J.)
The Black Echo by Michael Connelly (PB Connelly, M.)
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